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__ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS COMMERCIAL
OFFICEOF THE HIGHCOMMISSIONER CABLEADDRESS

P. o. Boxs4z HICOTT
AGANA, GUAM, M. I.

In rep_ refer to:

_arch 29, 1962

Mr. Richard F. Taitano, Director
Office of Territories

Department of the Interior

_ashin_ton 25, D.C.

Dear Hr. _?aitano:

The United _tates has full administrative, Judicial and

legislative authority over the area known as the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands. The Secretary of the

Interior is responsible for meeting our obligations to

promote the political, economic, social and educational

advancement of the inhabitants. Since our authority is

"complete" and our obligations are "positive" it is

essential that our responsibilities be discharged in such

a manner _s to produce real benefit to the inhabitants of
the area and to reflect honor and credit to the United

Btates. 'their living standards must be raised to levels

which are understpod and acceptable to our citizens.

While the United States does not own this area, known as

Micronesla I it has the same degree of responsibility as

it has for the people in areas such as Guam, Samoa and the

Virgin Islands. Justice and equity are not served by lesser

treatment of the people under our Trust administration.

Programs and facilities in the Trust Territory should be

improved and accelerated at a great rate, The present

level is entirely too low to permit desirable and proper

development of the area, Much larger expenditure of funds

plus an all-out effort are needed immediately if we are to

meet and adequately discharge our true obligations to the

people of this area.

It is impossible to do all things needed at the same time.

Priorities must be establlshed I but even more so, the need
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to know _hat iz to be done and when it will be tackled is

of prime importance. The precise details of "how it will

be done" can be developed as we move into the various

programs for betterment of conditions in the area.

In order to _ive an overall picture of needs and possible

costs there is enclosed as Schedule I a summary by major

activities of the various requirements as established by

the staff of this office working in conjunction with

Mr. D. H. Nucker, Chief, Division of Insular Affairs t

Office of Territories. In order to present the data

succinctly as a comprehensive whole and because time has not

permitted the assembly of detailed supporting statistics,

the figures given are admittedly rough. They represent,

however t the best thinking of men with years of actual

experience in _llcronesia. Even conceding the outside

possibility of a 2_0 error in calculation there is no

question but that the problem is one in the magnitude of

$57,000,000 for needed facilities. Only in the light of

this figure and with an understandin_ of the total picture

can specific priorities be set for the achievement of

program _oals.

The construction items listed are necessary to a reasonable

and orderly development of the Territory. Nothing has been

included for Headquarters. _hile the amount may seem

high it is in reality a modest figure in terms of capital

investments in small communities in the States or in our

other Territories. Considering the fact that theconstruction is divided among six districts (thus

necessitating duplication) and will serve a population of

about 8C,000 it becomes evident that there are no frills

or luxury items and that estimates have been on the

conservative side. All buildinzs to be functional, not

elaborate - solid but not over-built.

The operation a_nount of SI0,000,000 reflects the maximum

thought necessary to:

I. _iaintsin and operate facilities.
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2. Provide health and education programs which

by normal standards would be acceptable.

3. Generate a sustained economic development

effort which would utilize available resources and

lead to much greater degree of self-sufflciency.

4. Prepare inhabitants for full participation in

political and social llfe of the Territory looking

toward their eventual self-government.

5. Insure that _icronesianz are trained so that

they can and will replace United States person{el

at the earliest possible time.

Upon completion of construction and the training of

r[icronesians, the annual cost of operation should fall

below a $I0,000,000 per year level.

Since a start must be made and since, without question,

education should be given first priority, there is enclosed

as Schedule II a detailed breakdown of needs and costs to

develop an acceptable standard of education at the

elementary and secondary levels within the Trust Territory.

i!uch careful thought has been given to the requirements

for and location of schools throughout the ares_ and the

estimates herein contained are reasonably precise. It

is believed that these figures represent the minimum

expenditure necessary for the establishment of an

educational system capable of supporting the total develop-

n_ent required.

While the costs reflected in the enclosed schedules may

seen high, they represent a basic "capitalizationS' from

which future development can be generated. We must

accept the fact that the people of the Trust Territory are

the responsibility of the United States. Not only should

this responsibility be discharged with a wholeheartedness
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that is truly American but in a manner calculated to win

us respect from an international viewpoint. It is

certainly honed that favorable consideration will be

civen to this presentation and that throuzh recognition

of our renl ob!icetions to _he E[icronesians, the long

delayed development of these small, resource-poor islands

with their rapidly increasinz population can be effected

positively to the credit of the United States,

Sincerely yours,

L. W. Goolnz/

High Commissioner

Enclosure:_
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